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Creates a treeview control with
the given content. Optional tab
stops are defined. If the tab stop
is specified as zero, it will be
ignored. Return Value Arguments
content The tree content. tabStop
The tab stop. tabStops Specifies
the tab stops for the treeview.
Returns the tabstop if it is
successfully created, null
otherwise. This method has the
following requirements: If
tabStops is null, the tabStop
parameter has no effect. When
specified, tabStops must be a 0
(zero)-based list of integers. The
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list of integers must not include
negative values. This method has
the following: Remarks This
method uses the BeginResize and
EndResize events to update the
treeview's position. References
The BeginResize and EndResize
events are defined in the
System.Windows.Forms.Control
class. For more information, see
[BeginResize Method and Event](
beginresize-method-andevent.md). See Also [BeginResize
Method and Event](beginresizemethod-and-event.md) Remarks
It is not an error if the control is
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not in a valid state for the
BeginResize or EndResize events
to be raised. For example, if the
treeview is in a closed state, the
events are raised even if a resize
was not initiated. This method is
overridden in a derived class to
indicate whether the control can
be resized or not. In the
overridden method, return a value
indicating whether the control can
be resized or not. The function of
the grid parameter is as follows:
If grid is System.Windows.Forms
.Grid.Left, the control is left
justified. If grid is System.Windo
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ws.Forms.Grid.Right, the control
is right justified. If grid is System
.Windows.Forms.Grid.Top, the
control is top justified. If grid is S
ystem.Windows.Forms.Grid.Bott
om, the control is bottom
justified. If grid is System.Windo
ws.Forms.Grid.Both, the control
is left and bottom justified.
Remarks The Grid parameter is
used by the rectangle resizing
algorithm. References The
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